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What is autism?
Autism is a lifelong developmental disability that affects how a person
communicates with, and relates to, other people. It also affects how they make
sense of the world around them. It is a spectrum condition, which means that,
while all people with autism share certain difficulties, their condition will affect
them in different ways. Some people are able to live relatively independent lives
but others may have accompanying learning disabilities and need a lifetime of
specialist support. People on the autism spectrum experience three main areas of
difficulty (sometimes referred to as the ‘triad of impairments’). These are social
interaction, social communication and social imagination (see opposite). Many also
have sensory difficulties, meaning they can be over- or under-sensitive to certain
sights, sounds, smells, touch or tastes. Some sounds or bright lights, for example, can
cause extreme anxiety and sometimes even pain.
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Social interaction
People on the autism spectrum may:

"#not understand the unwritten social rules that others usually pick up without
thinking. For example, they may stand too close to another person or start an
inappropriate subject of conversation
"#appear insensitive, as they have not recognised how someone else is feeling
"#prefer to spend time alone rather than actively participating in workplace
banter and social activities
"#%&'*#+-/8;<=>?#@*;BDF-I-FD#&F+#*JK@*II-FD#>%*-@#F**+I#B@#/**=-FDI
"#want to interact with others but be unsure of how to do this.

Social communication
Many people on the autism spectrum have a very literal understanding of
language, and can struggle to understand or ‘get’ metaphors, similes, idioms, irony
and sarcasm. UB@#*J&XK=*Y#*JK@*II-BFI#=-Z*#[->\I#@&-F-FD#;&>I#&F+#+BDI\#B@#[K-DI#]-==
^?\#;&F be taken literally. People on the autism spectrum can often appear very
blunt, and have d-/8;<=>?#@*&+-FD#&FB>%*@\I#/&;-&=#*JK@*II-BFI#B@#>BF*#B/#'B-;*_#
Some people on the autism spectrum may not speak but communicate using signs or
visual I?X`B=I_#q>%*@I#X&?#%&'*#*J>@*X*=?#DBB+#=&FD<&D*#IZ-==I#`<>#8F+#->#%&@+#>B#
understand the ‘give and take’ of conversations, and may talk in length about
their own subjects of interest and not appear interested in others’ interests. It will
help when communicating with someone on the autism spectrum to speak clearly
and give them time to process what you have said.

Social imagination
{-/8;<=>-*I#]->%#IB;-&=#-X&D-F&>-BF#I%B<=+#FB>#`*#;BF/<I*+#]->%#&#=&;Z#B/#
imagination; some people on the autism spectrum are very creative and are
successful musicians, artists and writers.

People on the autism spectrum may find it difficult to:

"#understand and interpret other people’s feelings, thoughts and actions
" predict what will happen next
" understand the concept of danger
" prepare for change and plan for the future
" cope with change and unfamiliar situations.
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Many people on the autism spectrum have one or more special interests, which they
often pursue passionately and tenaciously. This can lead to them gaining a vast and
detailed knowledge of a subject – something which employers can sometimes
capitalise on. Common examples of this are a passion for computers or
`BBZZ**K-FD#=*&+-FD#>B#*XK=B?X*F>#-F#;BXK<>-FD#B@#8F&F;*_#
}%*#+-/8;<=>-*I#&IIB;-&>*+#]->%#&<>-IX#;&F#X&Z*#->#%&@+#/B@#IBX*BF*#BF#>%*#
&<>-IX#IK*;>@<X#>B#8F+#&F+#Z**K#&#~B`_#<>Y#]->%#>%*#@-D%>#I<KKB@>#&F+#>@&-F-FD#
for both them and their employer and colleagues, people on the autism spectrum
have much to offer employers.
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Employing people on the
autism spectrum
Why employ someone on the autism spectrum?
People on the autism spectrum can make effective and highly valued employees.
As is the case with all employees, it’s important to match the person’s particular skills
to the requirements of the post. People on the autism spectrum are often very
focused and have considerable skills in specific areas. Some of the transferable skills
include attention to detail, a methodical approach, strong research skills, good
long-term memory and excellent record-keeping.
This guide contains a summary of the types of adjustments you could make
when recruiting and employing someone on the autism spectrum. More detailed
information can be found on The National Autistic Society Northern Ireland
website at www.autism.org.uk/working-with/employment
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Making adjustments when recruiting and employing
someone on the autism spectrum
Although people on the autism spectrum have a great deal to offer employers,
getting a job in the first place can be hard. Simple adjustments at the
recruitment stage can make the process of applying for jobs much more
accessible for people on the autism spectrum.

Job advertisements, descriptions and person specifications
Consider carefully the key skills needed for a job and put these into a clearly
]B@+*+Y#~&@DBF/@**#&+'*@>-I*X*F>Y#~B`#+*I;@-K>-BF#&F+#K*@IBF#IK*;-8;&>-BF_#
If ‘excellent communication skills’ are not necessary for the post, avoid stipulating
this as a requirement, as it may unnecessarily deter someone on the autism
spectrum from applying.

Application forms
If you don’t already do so, include a section on the form for the applicant
to provide information about any adjustments they may require during the
recruitment process and in the workplace to help overcome potential barriers
or disadvantages.

Equal opportunities monitoring
It is good practice to ask job applicants to complete a separate (to the application
/B@X#;BF8+*F>-&=#XBF->B@-FD#/B@X_#/#?B<#K@B'-+*#&#>-;Z=-I>#B/#+-I&`-=->-*I#BF#
your form, add autism as a separate category, as it is neither a learning disability
nor a mental health problem.

Interviews
F>*@'-*]I#;&F#`*#'*@?#I>@*II/<=#/B@ people on the autism spectrum. {-/8;<=>-*I#]->%#
communication, sensory issues and meeting someone new in an unfamiliar
place all present a challenge.
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It is good practice to let interviewees know in advance of the interview who will
be on the panel (names and job titles), exactly where the interview will be held
and what they can expect to happen during the interview itself. The more you
are able to tell them, the more they will be able to prepare and the less stressful
an experience it will be. It is also good practice to ask the interviewee if they need
you to make any adjustments to the room itself – for example, to the lighting.
During the interview it is important to adjust the type and wording of questions
you ask in order to give candidates on the autism spectrum an opportunity to
demonstrate >%*-@#&`-=->?_#*=B]#&@*#IBX*#Z*?#KB-F>*@I_#

" Avoid idioms and abstract languageY#I<;%#&I#[`&==K&@Z#8D<@*\Y#[`=B]#?B<@#
own trumpet’ or ‘cast your mind back’, as many people on the autism
spectrum interpret language literally and won’t understand what you mean.

" Hypothetical or abstract questions, such as “Where do you see yourself in ten
?*&@I\#>-X*#;&F#`*#'*@?#+-/8;<=>#/B@#K*BK=* on the autism spectrum to
answer,#&I#>%*? ma?#8F+#->#-XKBII-`=*#>B#K@B~*;>#>%*XI*='*I#-F>B#>%*#/<><@*_#

" Open-ended questions are also problematic, as a person on the autism spectrum
may find#->#+-/8;<=>#>B#>&=Z#&`B<>#>%*-@#*JK*@-*F;*Y#]-==#FB>#<F+*@I>&F+#>%*#;BF;*K>#
of ‘selling themselves’ and will simply tell the truth and be factual rather than
elaborating and expanding on their good points.

" A clear and concise interview, asking for clear concrete examples, together
with a work trial or test may be a better way to test a potential employee’s
skills and suitability for the job.

" You could allow the candidate on the autism spectrum to be accompanied by
someone who can rephrase questions or duties to make them easier to understand.

" Candidates may also benefit from extra time to complete written tests, which
should comprise short and concise questions.
These allowances could be regarded as ‘reasonable adjustments’ under the
Disability Discrimination Act 1995.
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CASE STUDY
Mark is on the autism spectrum, and attended courses run by a specialist
support organisation to help him to develop employment skills. He has a
very keen interest in vehicles and was offered a supported work placement
with Translink in Lisburn. This has been so successful that he is now in
part-time paid employment with the company.
From the outset, the support partnership developed an individual
job description that matched Mark’s skills and abilities. His employer
recognised that Mark learned and worked in a different way and
made reasonable adjustments in both his daily tasks and the training
processes used to take this into account. The support partnership helped
both Translink and Mark gain knowledge and skills through disability
awareness training for staff, assistance for Mark during training
sessions, as well as ongoing guidance and advice. Over time the support
has been reviewed and adjusted to Mark’s and Translink’s needs.
Mark says, ”Getting this job is one of the best things that has happened to
me in my life. I’m glad I got the job and someone else didn’t get it.
I enjoy my job and I like the work I do; it’s good to get paid as well."
Mark’s employer at Translink, Roy Hamilton, commented, ”Mark follows
direction well and completes all his jobs to a high standard. At the start,
a new job needs to be demonstrated to him but Mark follows a very
structured routine, is methodical, and very meticulous. He does things to
the letter and is eager to learn new tasks as well. As he got more confident
in the job he started to use his initiative and now when it’s not busy he will
head off and complete his list of duties. Over the time Mark has been with
us he has become an asset to our team."
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Some examples of complaints5
Complaints of disability discrimination (including failure to comply with the
reasonable adjustment duty) may be brought to industrial tribunal. The following
are examples of two such complaints that have been made against local employers.
H v McColgan Quality Foods Ltd (2005)

In this case the employee had a learning disability and worked as a food
packer. It was alleged that he was dismissed for being “just too slow” at his
work. He alleged that he was not provided with any help or training at any
time or was warned that his work performance was poor. He further alleged
that he had not been given any opportunity to discuss his performance
or needs with management in the company. This case settled for £10,000
compensation and an expression of regret, but with no admission of liability
by the company.

H v Marks and Spencer Plc (2007)

In this case the applicant was on the autism spectrum. She applied for a post
as a sales assistant and needed a reasonable adjustment in respect of the job
interview. The applicant required extra time for the interview and this was
not given (although it had been promised beforehand). The applicant was
allowed a ‘helper’ to accompany her but alleged that the helper was
not permitted to help in explaining the interview questions. It was also
alleged that the interview questions were read quickly and only once.
This case settled for £2,500 compensation but with no admission of liability
by the company.

5

These examples are taken from the Equality Commission’s Decisions and Settlements Reviews for
2005/06 and 2007/08 (see pages 18 and 45, respectively) and are available from the Commission’s
website: www.equalityni.org
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Positive action and the Disability Discrimination Act
1995
The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) allows employers to take a wider range
of positive action measures than would be permissible under the other antidiscrimination laws. Under the Act, it is lawful for employers to treat people with
a disability more favourably than people who don’t have a disability. For example,
you could reserve a job vacancy for disabled people to the exclusion of people
who aren’t disabled, or you could operate a ‘guaranteed interview scheme’ for
disabled job applicants. However, employers must exercise some caution because
it would be unlawful to treat people with some types of disability more favourably
than people who have other types of disability. There are exceptions to this rule in
certain circumstances in regard to employment in charitable organisations and in
organisations which provide supported employment.

Department for Employment and Learning support for people
on the autism spectrum
The Department for Employment and Learning can provide help, advice and
support to employers and to people with disabilities, including autism. They also
offer a number of work schemes that are suitable for people on the autism spectrum.
/#?B<#F**+#IK*;-8;#%*=K#`*;&<I*#&#X*X`*@#B/#?B<@#I>&//#%&I#&#+-I&`-=->?#B@#%*&=>%#
condition that affects the kind of work they can do or their ability to retain work,
you may wish to contact an Employment Service Adviser at your local Jobs
&F+#*F*8>I#B/8;*B`*F>@*_#}%*#XK=B?X*F>#*@'-;*#}*&X#]B@Zs w->%#>%*
Disability Employment Service (DES) to offer a range of supports to employers
and people with a disability, including those on the autism spectrum.
DES is committed to helping employers recruit and retain disabled employees.
>#B//*@I#&#@&FD*#B/#K@&;>-;&=#&F+#8F&F;-&=#I<KKB@>#>B#%*=K#*XK=B?*@I#8F+#>%*#@-D%>#
person for vacancies, and works with employers to prevent people losing their job
because of disability.
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" Vocational training, such as Steps 2 Success or Training for Success, to help
people update or gain new skills.

" Financial assistance to help people to return to work, for example, Working
}&J#@*+->I#&F+#B>%*@#8F&F;-&=#-F;*F>-'*I_#

CASE STUDY
Gavin, who is on the autism spectrum, has been employed as a skilled sander
for over 14 years, and had been secured extra support at work from
co-workers through the Department for Employment and Learning’s
(DEL) Access to Work Programme (AtW). As the firm was going through a
redundancy process, the HR department was keen to identify Gavin’s
potential for undertaking duties in addition to his existing remit. As a result,
Gavin was referred for an Occupational Employment Assessment with DEL.
An occupational psychologist visited the workplace and carried out a
workplace assessment, as well as speaking with Gavin, his line manager
and HR. Following the assessment, a successful outcome was obtained where
the employer was able to retain Gavin in employment. Gavin was provided
with 12 hours’ support per week through AtW. This allowed the employer to
afford additional time for Gavin to be supported by his co-workers and
supervisors. He is also continuing to work in the sanding department, which
was identified during assessment as the area he was best suited to. With the
additional support, Gavin has also progressed to taking on new duties, such
as paint sanding, and is doing well. The employer is very happy with the
standard of Gavin’s work and continues to review his progress in relation to
additional duties.
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Useful contact details
The Department for
Employment and Learning
Disability Employment Service
2nd Floor, Gloucester House
57-63 Chichester Street
*=/&I>#}#
Tel: 028 9025 2085/2279

Employers for Disability
Northern Ireland (EFDNI)
&F`@-+D*#F>*@K@-I*#*F>@*#
Scarva Road Industrial Estate
&F`@-+D*#

Email: des@delni.gov.uk
www.delni.gov.uk

}#{
Tel: 028 4062 4526
Email: info@efdni.org
www.efdni.org

Equality Commission
for Northern Ireland

National Autistic Society
Northern Ireland

Equality House

59 Malone Road
*=/&I>#}#
Tel: 028 9068 7066

7-9 Shaftesbury Square
*=/&I>#}#{
Tel: 028 9050 0600
Email: information@equalityni.org

Email: northern.ireland@nas.org.uk
www.autism.org.uk/northernireland

www.equalityni.org
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